
 

 

 
 

Color It Out Vocabulary 
 
Blue Canoe® is continually innovating on the user experience, including the vocabulary made 
available for employees to practice. This presents all words currently available in Color It Out.  
 
There are 200 “base” words that are permanently in the app. All other categories are rotated on 
a weekly basis to keep the experience fresh for users. 
 
 

BASE VOCABULARY 
 

afraid busy dollars great learn out shut up 
again buy don't happen lie oven so used 
any calendar down have like over sofa voice 

apple came each hear little paper some was 
April card eat heard look pay son way 

around child eight help love peace soon we 
attend children enjoy her low people sound Wednesday 
back class even here make person still well 

bananas climb every hide many play stop went 
beautiful clock example high me point straight what 
because close eye his might pretty Sunday which 

been coat family home Monday problem teacher who 
believe coin fantastic hospital mother put this why 

best come father hour motor rain those woman 
between compose few how mouth read though women 
bicycle computer find hurt move said three word 

big cook finger important must same through work 
birthday copy first impossible never Saturday Thursday world 

book could found interesting new say today worry 
born cousin four joy no says toe would 

bother cover Friday July noise school together yes 
bottle develop friend June not see tomorrow you 
boy different girl just number sew Tuesday  

bread do give kind nurse shoe two  
break doctors going last October shop understand  
build does good laughing one should until  

 
 



 

 

PROFESSIONAL VOCABULARY 
 

Accounting 1 Accounting 2 Business 1 Business 2 Business 3 

accrual accounting accountability agenda achieve 
deferred accrued agreement annual advancement 
deposit allocation automatic balance authorization 
direct appreciation cancellation benefit authorize 

dunning auditor due bonus budget 
entry billing initial brand collaborate 
equity bonds installation clause commercial 
fiscal CPA internet client competition 
gross debit knew consumer competitor 

income depreciation lease expand consensus 
intangible diversification ledger invoice cubicle 

loss finance maintenance marketing equipment 
outstanding flow phase null facilitate 
overhead inventory queue outlook feedback 
proprietor invoicing receiver profit guarantee 

ratio liability recurring research guidance 
reimbursement liable removal risk implement 

statement liquid satellite salary leverage 
turnover liquidity technician stipulate motivate 
variable payment transaction stock negotiate 

withdrawal principle  strategy promotion 
withholding Quickbooks  trademark retail 

worth receivable  void supervise 
Xero ROI  wages target 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

High Tech 1 High Tech 2 High Tech 3 High Tech 4 High Tech 5 High Tech 6 
back-end algorithm attribute analysis accuracy accurate 

beta assets broadband attachment approximately application 
career compatibility browser bandwidth array appropriate 

challenge conversion circuit binary attribution arbitrary 
customer data damage boilerplate authenticate architecture 
customize design debug configure column average 

cycle digital define cryptography compatible boolean 
deadline distribution developer dashboard compile certificate 
defect element domain encode component concurrency 

developer keyboard filename encryption confidence cooperative 
entertainment model intermittent ethernet contiguous criteria 

front-end modem iterate icon continuity desktop 
interview program metadata install device differentiate 

iterate random multidimensional language division digital 
manager robot PowerPoint library documentation exclusion 
meeting scalable processor maintenance download file 
product suffix queues memory eliminate fragmentation 

professional symmetrical reality multiprocessing exchange frequency 
project system recognition property fundamental identify 

recruitment theoretical remote search identification internet 
release troubleshooting screenshot secure identity intuitive 

schedule unusual semaphore sequence integrated measurement 
software username specifications  irrational peripheral 
version wireless token  latency pointer 

    manipulate quality 
    mutual quantifiable 
    operator redundancy 
    phenomenon relational 
    problematic restore 
    resources router 
    security sequential 
    simultaneous signature 
    substitute specificity 
    symmetry standardize 
    temperature variability 
    theory verification 
    trivial  
    virus  
    voice  
    volume  



 

 

 
Sales and 

Marketing 1 
Sales and 

Marketing 2 Software 1 Technology 
analytics proposition alert cache 

API acquisition android chip 
boost advance antivirus compression 

branding bulk app cyber 
checkout buyer crash database 

commission cost document firewall 
email deal embedded gateway 

engagement exclusive error hardware 
evergreen goal function hotspot 
infographic margin helpdesk information 

keyword offer hosted JPEG 
launch opportunity hybrid  layer 

onboarding pipeline install notifications 
optimization pricing Java offline 

press prospect malware online 
quota quote methods pixel 

recommend reduction modelling plug-in 
submit representative shareware resolution 
supplier revenue sync site 
survey sales technology smartphone 
team salesforce user spam 
terms service virtual tablet 
trends warranty Windows Wi-Fi 
viral wholesale WYSIWYG zip 

 
 
 
 
  



 

 

 
 

 TEST PREP-SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
 
 

TEST 1  TEST 2 TEST 3 

agitate affliction abandon 
ambiguous affluent acquire 

concoct arduous alias 
deprive enchant ample 
diligent enthral anticipate 
dubious flimsy bestow 

endeavor incentive camaraderie 
exploit leash collide 
fraud maximize cultivation 

impediment meddle demand 
irate obsolete expectation 

jeopardy quenching gather 
lucrative refurbished intensify 
neglect reverberate intervene 
reticent satiated nourish 

rigor scattered obstacle 
salvage shunned obtain 
shatter subsequent opponent 
strive sustainable persevere 

succumb taciturn plunge 
tentative tremor precipitation 

treacherous uproar prone 
vehement vanity ruin 
vindicate vigilance strain 

 
 
  



 

 

 
 

DAY-TO-DAY VOCABULARY 
 
 

Clothing Cooking Daily Life Emotions Internet 

     
blouse baking assist amused cookies 
boots boil bath annoyed delete 
button broil breakfast ashamed digital 

cardigan chop can comfortable download 
cashmere colander clean concerned emoji 

cotton dice coffee confident file 
denim grate dessert confused icon 
hoodie grilling dinner delighted internet 
jeans knife drink depressed keyboard 

jewelry ladle eat disappointed link 
leather lid help doubtful meme 
scarf peel juice enthusiastic memory 
silk poach laundry exhausted modem 
skirt pot lunch fascinated password 

slacks roast meat frustrated paste 
suede saute nutrition inspired processing 
suit scramble okay lonely scanner 

sweater simmer thank you motivated search 
sweatshirt slice time nervous select 
swimsuit spatula vegetables optimistic software 

tights steam  overwhelmed text 
tuxedo strainer  pleased upload 

underwear tongs  proud username 
zipper whisk  satisfied virus 

 
  



 

 

 
 
 

Occupations Past Tenses Shopping Sports Travel 

accountant ate bargain baseball adventure 
aide became bookstore basketball capital 

architect become boutique boxing country 
artist bring browse catch cruise 

assistant brought cart championship culture 
attorney did cash clubs flight 

bookkeeper done cashier cycling guide 
cardiologist drawn cheap dribble holiday 

designer drew clearance fan hotel 
engineer eaten clerk football international 

entrepreneur gave clothing golf itinerary 
executive given credit gymnastics journey 

guard gone department pitch layover 
intern knew discount practice massage 
lawyer known expensive race museum 

musician ran grocery racket relax 
pediatrician run liquidation running shuttle 
physician saw price skiing souvenir 

psychologist seen purchase soccer tour 
receptionist taken purse tackle town 

scientist took return tennis travel 
server went shipping throw vacation 

telemarketer written supermarket tournament visitor 
worker wrote wallet training weekend 

 
 
  



 

 

 
 

Tricky 1 Tricky 2 Weather 

ankle albeit blizzard 
appliance asterisk breezy 

ball asthma Celsius 
bull awry clear 

chaos caveat cloudy 
choir colonel cold 
debt debris cool 

deteriorate draught degrees 
enough elite drought 
foreign epitome Fahrenheit 
genuine especially flood 
influence façade foggy 

miscellaneous gauge freezing 
moisture hyperbole hot 

oasis lieutenant humid 
often mischievous humidity 
queue mishap lightning 
receipt niche raining 
recipe panacea snowing 

refrigerator paradigm snowstorm 
rural penguin sunny 

sanctuary quay thermometer 
squirrel sixth  
subtle specific  
suite   

thorough   
throughout   

uncle   
 


